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Elephant ID studies in the APNR  

As we recently recollared Classic, we thought to focus on him in this quarterly report. Please look at this 

link which starts off with his movements since his collaring operation on the 3rd of March 2020.  

https://youtu.be/eXB5Ume6JG0 

Michelle first met Classic in Klaserie in 2003 and captured his ear pattern. This sage of an elephant has 

become a household name to many landowners. Although we were recording elephant identikits since 

1996, the acquaintance with Classic marks the official registration of the program with SANParks. Classic 

has grown in statue, in tusk length and as mentor of his own kind. He has guided many a young bull 

during his peaceful non-musth travels. His broken right tusk reminds you that despite his very calm 

demeanour, he still knows how to assert his dominance when in musth. He first broke his left tusk at the 

tip in 2006 and then right near the lip in 2009 whilst in musth fighting with another bull. From our social 

network analysis, Classic has always been at the centre of the bull network with his links of association 

radiating outwards like the essential threads on a spider’s web. Classic’s presence leaves you with a deep 

sense of calm and stability. His home range, almost exclusively within the confides of the APNR makes 

you realise this is his home.  

 
Figure 1: Classic (CL) social network (Social network analysis by Derek Murphy & Hannah Mumby for the past four years 

with Classic’s position in the network outlined in blue with thicker lines indicating stronger associations between individuals) 

https://youtu.be/eXB5Ume6JG0


 

Vet and pilot team at Classic’s recent recollaring (from left to right: Hayley Hooper & Olivia 

McMurry (interns), Dr. Hamish Currie, Gerry McDonald, Dr. Joel Alves). Thank you to all 

the Wardens of the APNR for their logisitical support during collaring operations.  

Tracking Elephants   
 

Collaring Operations 

In March 2020, we added another five successful collaring operations to our list: Two bulls and a female 
were re-collared on the 3rd March 2020 in the APNR, and one bull re-collared and a new female at 
Palabora Mining Company (PMC) on the 5th March 2020. All individuals have been part of our long-term 
database for over five years and some for over 15 years. A very special thanks to the great team effort 
from all players involved. Please click on the following link to view a video made by Into My Wild Africa 
on our March collaring operation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zosv0fPFohs 
Also, the following link shows the first week’s movement after the re-collaring of the three elephants 
that took place on the 3rd of March in the APNR. Borders and labels were removed for security purposes:  
https://youtu.be/eXB5Ume6JG0 

 

Thank you 
Collaring elephants is all about team work and we have the following people to thank: 

- The landowners of the APNR for granting permission where we needed to collar elephants on their land 

- The Wardens of the respective Reserves for all their logistical support 

- Inkombe-Rhino, Peter Eastwood from Tanglewood Foundation, Reimund & Harold Kuhn and Thorge Heuer 

for donating collars  

- Global Conservation Force and Blue Sky Society Trust for contributing towards the collaring operation 

expenses 

- Andrew Laws for LawsArt for his elephant painting to help raise funds 

- Dr. Joel Alves from WildlifeVets for darting the animals with assistance on the ground  from Dr. Hamish 

Currie, Olivia McMurray and Hayley Hooper. 

- Gerry McDonald as Wildlife helicopter pilot 

- Tertius Hofmeyr, Johann McDonald, Mark Surmon and Sasha Muller from PMC for organising the permits and 

logistics in and around the mining area 

- Thorge Heuer for drone photography 

- Kevin MacLaughlin for ground photography and Rifumo Mathebula for on the ground video footage 

- AÏda Ettayeb from INTO MY WILD AFRICA for the film production 

- Derik Scorer for the loan of NISSAN game-viewer for the day 

- Edwin Pierce and the LEDET representative Dirk de Klerk for permits 

- KNP, Foskor, Phalaborwa Military base & KPNR for permission as neighbours while collaringon PMC. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zosv0fPFohs&fbclid=IwAR3wqKZVGJsfBzH019e5IXiGPbVgfiwcheDJtv5KW0nFRLKqfw8RzyoF0qA
https://youtu.be/eXB5Ume6JG0


Elephant Home Ranges – January – March 2020 

The following maps shows the Time Density Home Range sizes of elephants collared in the APNR for the 

months of January to March 2020. This type of home range quantifies the amount of time spent by an 

elephant per unit area providing more fine-scaled insight of elephants spatial and temporal use across 

a landscape. Elephants move far and wide while water is not restricting them as can be seen on the 

following late wet season maps. 

 

Figure 2: Late Wet season (Jan-March) - Elliptical Time Density Home Range of elephant bulls collared in the APNR. The light 

blue zones represent the area where elephants spend 50% of their time (core home range) and dark blue the overall home range, 
known as the 90% home range. 



 

Figure 3: Late Wet season (Jan-March) - Elliptical Time Density Home Range of elephant females collared in the APNR. The 
light blue zones represent the area where elephants spend 50% of their time (core home range) and dark blue the overall home 
range, known as the 90% home range. 

  



Big Tree Projects 

The first quarter of 2020 for Elephants Alive’s Big Tree Projects has primarily focused on the bee project 

and subsequent honey harvests. We have also started research with a number of collaborators on pollen 

analyses, as well as conducted various talks on bees as a mitigation method for elephants.  

 

Beehive Project 

Honey Harvesting 

Elephants Alive’s 2019/20 honey harvesting season came to an end in March, with two major honey 

harvests taking place in 2020. Our honey has been sold to various lodges across the Associated Private 

Nature Reserves, as well as to private customers within South Africa. In January, AÏda Ettayeb from INTO 

MY WILD AFRICA joined our team to film and document a honey harvest. Aida’s wonderful video is 

available for watching: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFcnbpYI_ss&t=5s  

 

 

Natural honey harvested from Elephants Alive's beehives. The honey is harvested and bottled in a single morning.  
Photo credit: AÏda from INTO MY WILD AFRICA. 

 

Pollen Project  

We are very excited to have started a new collaboration with the University of the Witwatersrand, 

University of Pretoria, Triage and T.I.A Bee Production focussing on the pollen that the honeybees are 

collecting in the field. This project will be spearheaded by a Master of Science student from the 

University of the Witwatersrand, under the supervision of Dr. Frank Neumann from the Evolutionary 

Studies Institute.  

 

African honeybees returning with pollen in Jejane Private Nature Reserve.  

Photo credits: Zachary Dvornicky-Raymond and Scott Chui. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFcnbpYI_ss&t=5s


 

Jejane Private Nature Reserve Tree Protection Site 

Our honeybee colonies in Jejane Private Nature Reserve (JPNR) have all enjoyed the rich pollen and 

nectar sources available in the surrounding environment after the summer rains. Whilst they have had 

some heavy winds to contend with, we are pleased that colony numbers have remained stable this 

quarter. We have also brought in one additional colony to a large marula tree in the study site. This 

colony took residency in a ‘dummy’ hive back in June 2016. Whilst we cannot harvest honey from them 

due to the lack of frames in the ‘dummy’ hive, this colony serves as a perfect colony for tree protection. 

We would like to thank the JPNR management and shareholders for their continual support of this 

project.  

 

Recently transferred beehive in Jejane Private Nature Reserve.  
Photo credit: Robin Cook 

 

Presentations and Media 

On the 27th of January, Robin Cook presented the results of the bee project after four years at the 

Hoedspruit Conservation and Research Club, hosted by Thirty Giraffe. We are very grateful for the 

invitation to present, as well as to everyone who attended. Then on the 5th of February, Dr. Michelle 

Henley organised a presentation to the Black Mamba Anti-poaching Unit (APU) who will be assisting us 

with the production of honey- and honey related products. Robin Cook presented to the group on 

beekeeping as a source of income and crop protection. Marlene McCay encouraged and thanked the 

Black Mamba APU while David Plummer from Triage presented on the benefits of sustainable farming 

in communities. We look forward to working further with the Black Mamba APU in the near future.  

Painted Dog TV invited Elephants Alive to speak about the bee project on a live YouTube interview 

special in February. This interview is available on the Painted Dog TV YouTube channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eZuY-RTBZM. 

 

Bee Project presentations at the Hoedspruit Conservation and Research Club and to the Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eZuY-RTBZM


Marula Tree Surveys: Jejane Private Nature Reserve 

Our annual March marula tree surveys in JPNR have been postponed as a result of the nation-wide 

lockdown. We would like to thank JPNR management for their assistance with logistics ahead of these 

surveys, and hope to carry out these surveys later in the year.  

Science, education and awareness 

We are expecting a number of scientific articles to be coming out this year as we have six articles, 
which are currently in reivew while we are working on two more which will be submitted for peer-
review in this year:  
1. VOGEL, S.M., DE BOER, W.F., MASAKA, M., SONGHURST, A.C., McCULLOCH, G., STRONZA, A.L., 

HENLEY, M.D. & COULSON, T. In review. Do African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) eat 

crops because they crave micronutrients? bioRxiv DOI: 10.1101/673392 

2. VOGEL, S.M., BLUMENTHAL, S.A., DE BOER, W.F., MASAKA, M., NEWTON, I., SONGHURST, A.C., 

McCULLOCH, G., STRONZA, A.L., HENLEY, M.D. & COULSON, T. In review. Timing of savannah 

elephant’s dietary switches in relation to crop raiding consumption. Biological Conservation. 

3. MURPHY, D., WITTEMYER, G., HENLEY, M.D. & MYMBY, H.S. In review. Detection of community 

structure in animal social networks under different sampling protocols: a simulation study 

informed by male elephant (Loxodonta africana) association data. Animal Behaviour. 

4. WEIDEMAN, H.J., STEWART, C.V., PARHAM, J.R., HOLMBERG, J., FLYNN, K., CALAMBOKIDIS, J., POPE, 

F., PAUL, B.P., BEDETTI, A. & HENLEY, M.D. Accepted but not yet in print. Extracting identifying 

contours for African elephants and humpback whales using a learned appearance model. Winter 

Conference on Applications of Computer Vision. 

5. WIERUCKA, K., HENLEY, M.D. & MUMBY, H.S. In review. Acoustic cues provide a basis for individual 

recognition in male African elephants (Loxodonta africana). Animal behaviour.  

6. FIONA SACH A, B , LISA YON C , MICHELLE D. HENLEY D, E , ANKA BEDETTI ED , PETER BUSS F , WILLEM 

FREDERIK DE BOER G , ELLEN S. DIERENFELD H, I , AMANDA GARDNER A , SIMON C LANGLEY-

EVANS B , ELLIOTT HAMILTON A, B , R.MURRAY LARK B , HERBERT H.T. PRINS J , ANTHONY M 

SWEMMER K , MICHAEL J WATTS Spatial geochemistry influences the home range of elephant. 

Science of the Total Environment. 

 

Students 2020 

PhD - Anka Bedetti, University of Antwerp, Belgium (M Henley one of the supervisors) 

PhD - Robin Cook, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa (M Henley one of the supervisors) 

PhD - Antoinette van de Water, University of KZN, South Africa (M Henley one of the supervisors) 

MSc – Tapinder Sidhu, University of Sussex, United Kingdom (M Henley one of the supervisors) 

Practical project for MSc – Jessica Wilmot, Central European University, Hungary (M Henley & A Bedetti 

supervisors) 

 

Recent Awards: 

- Michelle Henley: KUDU AWARDS (end 2019) in the category Women in Wildlife  

- Robin Cook: Past Graduate Merit Award for PhD 2020 at the University of the Witwatersrand 

2019 

 

Presentations at International Conferences: 

ANKA BEDETTI, JAKE WALL, CARLOS LOPES PEREIRA, JOAO ALMEIDA, LUCY BATES, HERWIG LEIRS, IAIN 

DOUGLAS-HAMILTON & MICHELLE HENLEY. 2020. Elephant Corridors in Mozambique. The Pathways 

Kenya 2020: Human Dimensions of Wildlife Conference and Training. 16-19 February 2020, 

Brackenhurst, Kenya. 

 



We wish you all strength and good health amid COVID-19. Although our fieldwork has been 
terminated during the National lockdown, we see this as a very valuable time to process our many 
elephant ID photographs, write scientific articles and stay on top of various administrative tasks.  

 
If you would like further details, please email info2u@elephantsalive.org 
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